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Executive Summary  

 

This integrated marketing plan has been created to support National University’s commitment to 

diversity and to provide quality online degrees to South American students located in Peru. Our 

strategies will leverage the multiple media and local outreach channels available that will help 

establish and grow National University brand awareness in Peru to 80% among key publics, 

reaching 8000 leads and 400 SICs (Students in Class) by the 5th year. 
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TO: Dr. Jack Puduntin, President National University International 

FROM: Freddy Asturrizaga, Marketing Manager 

DATE: October 26, 2013 

Subject: Integrated Marketing Plan Proposal – South America - Peru 

 

Dr. Puduntin, 

In accordance to our strategic planning for FY14, I am presenting you with an integrated 

marketing proposal aimed at expanding our footprint overseas focusing on strategic markets; 

based on our research South America has an important position in our future grow, the current 

marketing plan will focus our initial efforts in Peru. I look forward to your feedback and next 

steps to involve our teams in such an exciting initiative. 

- Freddy Asturrizaga 
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1. Organizational mission and purpose:   

1.1 Organizational Mission 

Since 1971, National University has been dedicated to making lifelong learning 

opportunities accessible, challenging, and relevant to a diverse student population. As a nonprofit 

institution, National University invests in its students by providing them with quality educational 

instruction and learning technologies, superior faculty, and exemplary student services. 

National University is proud of its commitment to diversity and provides more master’s 

degrees in education to minority students than any other college or university in California and 

many out-of-state markets. The overseas strategy by internationalizing Its online courses will 

provide quality education to non-attended markets where the potential to grow generates a 

market opportunity due the lack of online programs available. 

1.2 Purpose 

National University’s Integrated Marketing Plan for South America – Peru operations, 

outlines the overview, research, targets, goals, messages, strategies and tactics, budget, timing 

and evaluation variables that will guide the National University launch in Peru. Since Peru 

market represents a challenge for our international grow strategy, an effective integrated 

marketing plan will be an essential component in the university’s plan to handle the external and 

internal communications with the board members, future leads and students, faculty, staff, 

parents, other local universities, accreditation bodies, local institutions, banks, media and the 
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general Peruvian public, the current marketing plan will be a key tool in turning a plan into a real 

opportunity with a positive return of investment. 

2. Core Problem, Goals and Objectives: 

2.1 Core Problem 

The core problem we face in pursuing marketing share in South American – Peru, is the 

lack of brand awareness, data base of leads and significant admissions from Peru. So the initial 

tactics will require market testing to learn and establish the most effective combinations of our 

marketing and communication efforts to generate the largest impact on leads and brand 

awareness. 

2.2 Goals and Objectives 

The goal of the current integrated marketing plan is to help support the launch of our 

online programs in Peru, building brand awareness, generating leads and admissions. 

Consideration, the market in Peru is unlike any that National University is currently operating in 

so the initial tactics will require market testing to learn and establish the most effective 

combinations of media to generate the largest impact on leads and brand awareness. 

The corporate objetives of the current marketing plan are proposed for the first five years, 

and will leverage the multiple channels available in Peru: 

1) Establish and grow National University brand awareness in Peru to 80% among key 

publics by the 5th year. To 20% within 1st year, to 60% within 3rd year and to 80% within 5th 

year. 
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2) Build a strong base of leads for National’s online programs in Peru, reaching 8000 

leads by the 5th year. To 3000 within 1st year, to 5000 within 3rd year and to 8000 within 5th 

year. 

3) Generate admissions for National’s online programs in Peru, reaching 400 Students in 

Class by the 5th year. To 50 within 1st year, to 250 within 3rd year and to 400 within 5th 

year. 

3. Marketing Audit: 

National University International, an affiliate of National University is evaluating to 

extend our brand within key international markets; our first location in South America will be 

Peru. This integrated marketing plan outlines the initial five years brand messages and the 

communication and marketing efforts for the launch as well as the ongoing marketing and 

communications efforts that will occur throughout the FY14.  

Socio economical and cultural considerations, the culture in Peru and in South America 

has many differences from that of the U.S. Some of these differences are minor, while others can 

have a greater impact on our operations and marketing in Peru. 
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 Peru key indicators are: 

 

The following excerpt is from a book “Negotiating International Business - The 

Negotiator’s Reference Guide to 50 Countries around the world” by Lothar Katz, about doing 

business internationally and how that impacts how business is done in Peru.  

“Building lasting and trusting personal relationships is very important to most Peruvians, 

who often find it essential to establish strong bonds prior to closing any deals. People in this 

country usually want to do business only with those they know, like, and trust. Establishing 

productive business cooperation requires a long-term perspective and commitment. Proceed with 

serious business discussions only after your counterparts have become very comfortable with 

you. Even though Peruvians generally admire foreigners, this can be a time-consuming process.” 

 Because the relationship built between corporate executives is an important ingredient to 

success, those with strong relationships are able to capitalize on gaining access to organization 
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specific key contacts, databases and information.  As these types of relationships are established 

with businesses and schools, communication tactics will support these efforts, and as a result, 

will become increasingly targeted and effective. 

 

Peru has challenges and cultural barriers that  online prrograms will face, students 

discipline, organization, independence and perception of academic quality. The traditional 

educational system of Peru, student meet the teacher or attend a classroom, they feel that it forces 

them to fulfill their tasks and readings and also generates social interaction. As online students 

have more freedom, potential students will need organization  and self motivation as key factors. 

Peruviam students on average are uncomfortable with independence, they need to be pushed and 

obligated in order to move forward with their academic programs.  
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4. Market Overview: 

4.1 Competitors and Market Share 

There are many traditional, local universities in Peru. The majority of them do not have 

online programs, however a few are starting to test and develop programs online. Additionally, 

there are new international entrants into the Peruvian marketplace that don’t have a physical 

presence in Peru (e.g. University of Phoenix and Atlantic International University) but have 

started to advertise their online global programs in Peru. Direct competitors and market share in 

Peru will include:  

 Universidad San Ignacio De Loyola (USIL)  

 Universidad Peruana de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC)  

 Universidad de Lima (UL) 

 ESAN  

 Centrum 

 Universidad de San Martin de Porres 

 Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru (PUCP) 

 Universidad del Pacifico 
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4.2 Product advantages and online programs 

Some of the E-Learning’s advantages are: 

 Non-educational time reduced. 

 Availability everywhere. 

 A class can be composed of students and instructors from many geographies 

 Students and instructors can continue their classes while traveling.  

 Educational activities can be interleaved with other activities. 

 Educational quality is fewer instructors dependent. 

 Cost effectiveness and time effectiveness. 

Some of the student benefits are: 

 Effectiveness: Online education, done well, has been clearly demonstrated to be 

as or more effective than a standard classroom.  
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 Access: Access is one of the greatest advantages of online education. The 

classroom is as close as the nearest internet connection.  

 Efficiency and Convenience: E-Learning brings the program to the student. This 

alone saves the student considerable non instructional time.  

 Affordability: International students desiring a US education face three cost 

hurtles; tuition, travel expenses and living expenses in the US verses their own 

country. In foreign markets the advantage of being a low cost provider allows for 

adjustment of tuition levels to align with market economics and competition, 

insuring value pricing against US degree alternatives.  

4.3 Intenal client support 

 National University (NU) will take National University System (NUS) degree programs 

and education services to a series of underserved international community. In the initial phase 

that is presented in this plan, NU will provide a complete, regionally accredited United States 

degree education, both undergraduate and post graduate, in international markets. Future phases 

may include educational products from other NUS affiliated institutions. Since the marketing 

strategies are developed for our system affilites, having the NUI administrative support will be a 

key factor for the campaign success 
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5. SWOT Analysis:  

5.1 Opportunities:  

• University capacity worldwide needs to increase 2.5 times to reach California education 

ratios. 

• Peruvian tuition limits the demand for educational services.  

• The best opportunities are those group of countries like Peru without restrictive 

regulations, where higher education availability will never catch up with demand without 

foreing investment. 

• While Peru is a small market when compared to India, it is 5 times the size of The 

Emirates market.  

• The current institutions are serving only 40% of the potential market. 

• Within 20 years the university aged population will increase by 11%.  

• Un-served population and low government investment in educational infrastructure 

makes Peru and excellent growth market. 

• Peru does have quality private universities but they will have difficulty raising the capital 

needed to grow faster than the growth in demand. 

• Gradual recent improvement in the income of the population. 
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• Existing demand for quality higher education. 

• Local private universities are reaching their maximun capacity in terms of infrastructure.  

• Population are studying in english language institutes. 

• Develop Lima market and also the main provinces markets of peru. 

• There is also an opportunity based on the position of Peru in terms of the ranking of 

Spanish-language countries with millions of Internet users and % penetration in its 

population. Data from 2012. 

 

5.2 Threats:  

• The number of countries competing for international students will increase steadily over 

the next 20 years. 

Rk COUNTRY Million users % Penetration

1 Mexico 23.70 21.80

2 Spain 22.80 56.50

3 Argentina 16.00 39.70

4 Colombia 10.10 22.80

5 Peru 7.30 25.50

6 Chile 7.00 43.20

7 Venezuela 5.30 20.40

8 Dominican Republic 2.00 22.40

9 Ecuador 1.50 11.30

10 Guatemala 1.30 10.40

11 Costa Rica 1.20 29.40

12 Uruguay 1.10 31.80

13 Puerto Rico 0.90 23.20

14 El Salvador 0.70 10.10

15 Bolivia 0.60 6.40

16 Honduras 0.40 4.60

17 Panama 0.30 8.20

18 Paraguay 0.30 3.90

19 Cuba 0.20 2.10

20 Nicaragua 0.10 2.70
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• Expansion opportunities will gradually decrease as more and more first world countries 

begin reaching out to new markets. 

• Few of the quality private universities offer online programs USIL, UAP, UPC and 

others. 

• High demand for universities  

• Hogh competition on advertise spending  

• Globalization and regulation allows access to foreign universities with programs on line, 

currently campaigning: University of Phoenix, Atlantic International University. 

• The Peruvian student's cultural barrier: Regular format in a classroom, talk in person with 

their classmates and with profresor. 

• Possible reaction of local competition in association with foreign universities with online 

programs with which it has signed agreements of dual degree.  

5.3 Strengths:  

• National University, founded in 1971, is the second largest non-profit University in 

California, offers more than 35 On line programs to over 25,000 students, currently well 

over half of its students take their classes online. 

• NU has established leadership in California, the most competitive education market in the 

world. 
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• NU has thousands of students taking courses online 24 hours a day 365 days a year and 

have contracted with Pearson Education E-College Division to provide hosting services, 

whom provides services to over 180 institutions with enrollments exceeding 1.2 million 

students and provides world class performance and quality of service. 

• NU will provide a complete, regionally accredited United States degree education. 

• NU offers much smaller classes taught by its faculty, some of whom are adjuncts with 

invaluable current industry experience.  

• NU offering includes complete online educational support systems such as: 

   - Online Library (third largest online library in US). 

   - Help Desk, help using NU’s web based resources. 

    - Online Writing Center, help to improve writing skills. 

   - Student Portal, scheduling classes to accessing grades. 

                         - Concierge Services: Admissions, Degree Audit and Graduation. 

   - Online Math Tutor, help to improve math skills. 

   - Online Book Store and E-Books. 
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5.4 Weakness: 

Student Perspective: 

• Infrastructure, lack of a physical presence can create the perception of low investment 

and long-term involvement. 

• Non-existence of NU professional graduates locally to support the level of education. 

• Non-existence of NU scholarship programs specifically for Peru. 

• Non-existence of outreach agreements with local business for their employees at the 

institutional level. 

Business Perspective: 

• Positioning, image and awareness of NU currently non-existent in the local market. 

• Local educational institutions, their primary advantage is lower tuition and Spanish as the 

instructional language. 

• Non-existence of local financial credit history 
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6. Assumptions: 

6.1 Primary and Secondary Target 

The target audience in Peru will be based on several factors, including: economic status, 

age, and education level. While there are three primary target audiences, working adults are the 

most important target audience. The secondary audiences are both, parents and undergraduate 

prospects. All target audiences fall within the same socio-economic level, in Peru, these levels 

are classified as A1 to E where A1 is defined as “Upper High” and E is defined as “Extreme 

Poverty”. For NUI and current marketing plan, the assumption is that target audiences will all 

fall within the A2 – B2 and C1 levels. 

The chart below outlines the target group identified as the key by age and gender. 
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6.2 Messaging Design – Primary Message 

The primary message that will be used in all marketing strategies and pieces should 

reflect all variables and insights found and included within the Brand Essence Wheel – BEW 

tool, our initial positioning statement would be “Go Beyond Your Limits, Think Global with 

National University”, primary message will be tested through an initial focus group series and 

amended based on the results. 

Elements Primary Target Secondary Target

Target A) Young Adults from 24 to 38 years old, A) Parents from Young Adults and Teenagers

belonging to Socio Economical level A, B y C. B) Teenagers from 15 to 22 years old.

B) Large and Mediun business, HR department. 

C) NU internal key staff

Key Benefits On Line USA Degree, Education in English On Line education for nontraditional learners

One Course Per Month, Open enrollment Convenient locations in USA

Maintain family and work responsabilities Accreditation by WASC and Distinctions

World Wide Alumni Second Largest Private, Nonprofit in California.

Support NU System NU System

Product Category Graduate Education - Master levels Education

Brand Support

Tuitions According to local market According to local market

Core Values: Quality, Access, Relevance, Accelerated pace, Affordability, Community
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6.3 Messaging Design – Secondary Message 

The mix of secondary messages within all marketing strategies and marketing pieces 

must include what is really important and priority for the key target group, so will focused on: 

1. High Educational Level 

2. Recognized Faculty 

3. International Agrements 

4. Prestige 

5. Modern Technological Facilities 
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Secondary messages will be tested through an initial focus group series and amended 

based on the results. 

6.4 Messaging Design – Visual Identity 

The final mix of primary and secondary messages, and the final images selected based on 

demographics will be comfronted and tested as well through an initial focus Group series. A 

perceptual map based on competitors images and key messages will be created so we can find 

the proper nich to create differentiation and a competitive advante. All our messages will be 

amended based on the focus groups final results, some of the current competitors and their 

marketing and communication messages are listed below: 
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7. Strategies and Tactics: 

7.1 Ansoff Matrix 

 

The key Ansoff strategy will be Market Extension, nevertheless we will take advantage 

of all posible strategies to support and increase our ROI. The majority of the marketing mix 

strategy and communication campaign in Peru will be done through a combination of traditional 

media, outreach, public relations and tuition strategies and tactics for UN existing online 

programs.  
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7.2 Product strategy 

A conbmitation of undergraduated and graduate programs will be selected from our 

existing products, below some of the undergraduate programs selected for the South American 

market: 

 Bachelor of Arts in English 

 Bachelor of Arts in Global Studies 

 Bachelor of Arts in Psychology 

 Bachelor of Science in Organizational Behavior 

 Bachelor of Arts in Management 

 Bachelor of Business Administration 

 Bachelor of Science in Accountancy 

 Bachelor of Arts in Early Childhood Education ( Specially Segmented) 

 Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 

 Bachelor of Science in Informations Technology Management 

NOTE: Evaluate local market needs to develop new programs based on local demand. 

Some of the graduate programs selected for the South American market are: 

 Master of Arts in English 

 Master of Arts in Human Behavior 

 Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing ( Specially Segmented) 
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 Master of public administration ( Specially Segmented) 

 Master of Arts in Human Resource Management 

 Master or Arts in Management 

 Master of Business Administration 

 Master of Science in Organizational Leadership 

NOTE: Evaluate local market needs to develop new programs based on local demand. 

7.3 Promotion strategy 

The use of television broadcast tends to be expensive and online marketing as a whole is 

not as widely accepted as in the U.S. and therefore does not tend to yield as strong results. As a 

result, the majority of the promotiontal efforts will focus on traditional media to generate 

awareness. In Peru, outreach will be an important component of the communicaiton mix, and 

direct mail and email to businesses will be influential when combined with an effective offer of a 

seminar or online session. Additionally, public relations efforts will be key in helping to develop 

initial awareness during the launch period. 

The launch activities will be followed by the long-term communication activities that will 

run throughout the year, taking advantage of the seasonality of when our target tend to think of 

education as described in the chárter below: 
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Primary Target Seasonality of Admissions and Campaigns 

Graduate (working 
adults) 

There are two main starts for the MBA, and marketing for them runs 
January – March for a March start, and June – September for a 
September start. 
Other graduate programs have staggered start dates. 

Secondary Target Seasonality of Admissions and Campaigns 

Undergraduate 
(teenagers) 

January – February: for a March start 
June – July: for a July start 
September/October – beginning of November: campaign to build 
interest for the following year. 

Undergraduate 
(adults) 

Three campaigns each year with a start every four months that 
coincides with the peak enrollment periods for this market.  

 

The final mix of primary and secondary messages, and the proposal for the image identity 

will be comfronted and tested as well through an initial focus Group, where we will include 

current messaging and imagenerie from our local competitors, all our messages will be amended 

based on the results, below we present our initial market insights for our five year messagin plan: 
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The promotion, enrollment process and personal sales strategy will follow the standard 

educational enrollment process described below: 

 

The process for lead and data base generation, cultivation and outreach initiatives will 

follow a combination of local and internaitonal expersite as described in charts below created 

and segmented for each key target: 
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Primary target: Data base generation, cultivation and outreach. 

 

Secondary target: Data base generation, cultivation and outreach. 
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Primary and secondary targets: Brand positioning, communication pieces and media. 
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7.4 Place strategy 

National University International, an affiliate of National University is evaluating to 

extend our footprint and brand awareness within key international markets; this will happen 

using our existing online as the main resource for creating profitability, so our place strategy is 

unlimited in terms of market share and basically limited to those areas where internet connection 

is available and the local interconnection meet our current technical requirements. 

7.5 Price strategy 
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8. Expected results and evaluation: 

The expected results and evaluation of the current marketing plan will be based on the 

achievement of the goals and objectives and the use of our SAP systems and local surveys to 

evaluate efforts and determine the effectiveness of the marketing mix strategy. 

Expected Result 1:  

Success will be measured by the following criteria - Grow of National University brand 

awareness in Peru 

• To 20% within 1st year 

• To 60% within 3rd year  

• To 80% within 5th year. 

Evaluation Tool: Annual brand survey will determine the effectiveness of our marketing 

campaign in terms of awareness and top of mind.  

Contingencies: If the expected results have not been met, we will re adjust objectives according 

to actual results and evaluate the implementation of additional brand initiatives  by the next fisal 

year. 
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Expected Result 2: 

Success will be measured by the following criteria - Build a strong base of leads for National’s 

online programs in Peru. 

• To 3000 within 1st year 

• To 5000 within 3rd year 

• To 8000 within 5th year. 

Evaluation Tool: Our Talisma system will be used to keep an accurate record and quarterly 

reports of our leads created during the first year. 

 Contingencies: If the expected results have not been met on a quarterly basis, we will re adjust 

objectives according to actual results and evaluate the implementation of additional outreach, 

sales and promotion initiatives by the next fiscal year. 

Expected Result 3: 

Success will be measured by the following criteria - Generate admissions for National’s online 

programs in Peru. 

• To 50 within 1st year 

• To 250 within 3rd year 

• To 400 within 5th year. 
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Evaluation Tool: Our Talisma system will be used to keep an accurate record and quarterly 

reports of our admissions created during the first year. 

Contingencies: If the expected results have not been met on a quarterly basis, we will re adjust 

objectives according to actual results and evaluate the review of the enrollment process and the 

implementation of additional outreach, sales and promotion initiatives by the next fiscal year. 

9. Budget 

The total marketing budget allocated for all initiatives during the pre-launch, launch and 

marketing operations for the FY15 is $ 372,830. Also a five year operational marketing Budget 

will be allocated as follows, by the 2nd year increase 15% from previous year, by the 3rd year 

increase 15%, by 4th year increase 20% and by the 5th year incrase 25% from Previous year. 

Operational marketing budget does not include pre-launch initiatives. 

Starting with the communication pieces required for South America itself, there are 

specific outreach merchandising that will be provided by National University to maintain 

consistent branding.  Whether it is collateral, the online demo, the recruiting DVD, or the booth 

for outreach events, those all need to be considered and developed in Peruvian Spanish for the 

local audience. These items will include, but are not limited to:  
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Recommendation Date Estimated Cost Notes
Online Demonstration TBD $19,000
Collateral TBD $3,500
Duratrans TBD $400
Recruiting video TBD $12,000
Looping video TBD $13,500
Develop Peru-specific microsite TBD $20,000

TOTAL $68,400  

Assuming a launch date on early September FY15, below are the marketing and 

communication recommendations to support the launch, followed by the post-launch 

communication activities.  

The pre-launch recommendations will be included as part of the FY14 budget that is 

required to prepare for the launch. 

Recommendation Date Estimated Cost Notes

Select and hire a PR Agency July / August $19,500

PR agency is needed for three 

months in FY09, estimated at 

$6,500/month
Focus group to test messaging July / August $750
Select and hire a Media Agency July / August $1,000 $1,000/month for one month

Collateral costs July / August $20,000

Translation and printing of online 

brochure (for six months), event 

reply cards and advisor postcards 

for recruiting

Databases for direct mail and email blasts July / August $10,115

Purchase necessary databases for 

businesses to use for email and 

direct mail blasts, including 

announcing the opening.

Develop Peru-specific event booth July / August $1,565

This includes three banner pull-ups 

and a table banner

Outreach July / August $3,000

Determine and reserve space and 

outreach events for July and 

August.

TOTAL $55,930  
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The media and budget recomendations for the launch are listed below:

 

 

 

 

29 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23

Peru OIC Grand Opening Media plan 

Print/ROP

Comercio 1 $290.81 1 $290.81 1 Page 4c

Somos 1 $173.88 1 $173.88 1 Page 4c

Cosas 1 $189.65 1 $189.65 1 Page 4c

Negocios locales e internacionales Magazine 1 1 $182.16 2 $364.32 1 Page 4c

Outdoor

Jockey Plaza Mall Kiosk 4 4 4 $206.25 12 $2,475.00 47.5''x68.5" Backlit Kiosk

 Kiosk Production 4 $165.00 4 $660.00

Plaza Sur Mall Kiosk 3 3 3 3 $143.75 12 $1,725.00 40"x 50" Backlit Kiosk

Kiosk Production 3 $100.00 3 $300.00

Plaza Norte Mall Kiosk 3 3 3 3 $253.00 12 $3,036.00 47"x69" Backlit Kiosk

Kiosk Production 3 $125.00 3 $375.00

Del Polo Mall Kiosk 3 3 3 3 $143.75 12 $1,725.00 40"x 50" Backlit Kiosk

Kiosk Production 3 $100.00 3 $300.00

Lima Outlets 3 3 3 3 $143.75 12 $1,725.00 40"x 50" Backlit Kiosk

Outlets Production 3 $100.00 3 $300.00

Camelitas College kiosk $285.00 1 $285.00

Claretiano College Kiosk $285.00 1 $285.00

San Angela College Kiosk $285.00 1 $285.00

College Kiosk Production 3 $90.00 3 $270.00

Cinema

Cinemark 1 1 1 1 $646.80 4 $2,587.20 :30 Sec

Jockey plaza 1 1 1 1 $739.20 4 $2,956.80 :30 Sec

San Miguel 1 1 1 1 $646.80 4 $2,587.20 :30 Sec

Plaza Lima Sur 1 1 1 $178.20 3 $534.60 :30 Sec

Plaza Lima Norte 1 1 1 1 $646.80 4 $2,587.20 :30 Sec

Cinema Production (30 Sec) 1 $250.00 1 $250.00

Radio

Endorsement Spots 10,000.00$  1 $10,000.00 Radio – Planeta, Radio Programas, studio 92, viva

Traffic Radio

Social Media

NU Peru Facebook 1 1 $0.00 NU Running

Facebook

Facebook Ads 1 1 7,000.00$     1 $7,000.00 NU Running

Direct Mail

Postcard 1 5,000.00$     1 $5,000.00

Email

E-blast 1 1 1 1

Catering $500.00

Total: $48,767.66

Budget: $49,000.00

Variance: $232.34

1

Spots/  

Inserts

1

1

TotalGRPs
Cost/ 

Insert
Comments

Septermber October

Q2  FY14
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The FY 15 fisrt year marketing implementation program and media recommendations are 

listed in the chart below: 

Recommendation Estimated Cost
Print $105,000
Direct Mail $15,000
Radio $20,000
Outreach/Events $8,000
Online Marketing $18,500
Production $8,000
Media Agency Fees $12,000
PR Agency Fees $13,000

TOTAL $199,500  
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10. Schedule/List of Tasks: 

Marketing initiatives for the fisrt year are listed below, as for the five year plan, 

marketing mix and initiatives will be adjusted to include feedback from evaluation:

Recommendation Date Notes

Print

On a 

Monthly 

basis

Run print ads in targeted 

publications to reach the graduate 

business market.

Direct Mail

TBD, 

estiamted 

one per 

month

Costs for direct mail are unknown 

at this time so the number is a 

budgeted number without a known 

number of direct mail drops. It is 

assumed that there will be at least 

five (two times a year for graduate 

students and three times a year for 

undergrad to align with the 

seasonal "pushes" throughout the 

year)

Radio

Two radio 

flights

Run two flights of radio throughout 

the year at $10000 a flight

Outreach/Events

TBD, 8 

bussiness 

visits per 

week

List and exact amount are currently 

pending additional information

Online Marketing

On a 

Monthly 

basis

Includes media costs of banner ads 

on targeted websites and targeted 

email blasts

Production 

On a 

Monthly 

basis

Collateral and translation costs for 

required items throughout the 

year, including the online brochure 

and other marketing support that 

requires translations.

Media Agency Fees

On a 

Monthly 

basis 12 months at $1,000/month

PR Agency Fees

Two 

months

PR agency for two months to 

handle the opening in August and 

one month after.
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